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 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.
 (2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.
 (3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever necessary.
 (4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
 (5) Assume suitable data, if necessary.
 (6)  Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic Communication devices 

are not permissible in Examination Hall.
 (7) Answer as per the latest amendments.

Marks

1.  Attempt any EIGHT of the following:                       16
 a) Differentiate between law and ethics.
 b) Define Registered Pharmacist as per the Pharmacy Act.
 c) Give objective of Medicinal Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971?
 d) State the objectives of Poison Act, 1919?
 e) Define 'Addict' as per NDPS Act.
 f) Briefly describe the Drug Price Equalization Account. (DPEA)
 g) What do schedule "G" and schedule "X" to the D and C. Act, 1940 prescribe?
 h) What is the purpose of the Drug Price Control Order, 1995?
 i) Give objective of Pharmacy Act, 1948.
 j)  Name the committee formed in 1930 to study problems related to drugs in India. 

Who was the chairman of the committee?
 k) State the penalty for "Failing to pay excise duty" as per M and TP Act, 1956.
 l) Define "Government Analyst" as per the D & C Act 1940? 
        
2.  Attempt any FOUR of the following:                       12
 a) Discuss the role of pharmacists as an integral part of the health care?
 b)  State in brief the powers of the drugs inspector under the D and C Act, 1940.  

(any 6)
 c) What is the role of Pharmacist in relation to his job as per code of ethics?
 d) Describe "Education Regulations" under the Pharmacy Act, 1948.
 e)  Explain the offences and penalties under the Drug and magic Remedies (D.A.)  

Act, 1954?
 f) Define "Bulk Drug" and 'Networth' under the DPCO Act, 1995.

3.  Attempt any FOUR of the following:                      12                                                                       
 a) What are the functions of CDL as per D & C Act, 1940?
 b)  Explain the formula for the calculation of the retail price of formulation and discuss 

the term as per DPCO-1995.
 c)  State the rules prescribed by the state Government in relation to possession for sale 

and sale of any poison, as per poison Act.
 d)  Explain the classes of prohibited advertisement as per the Drugs and Magic Remedies 

Act 1954?
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 e)  Enlist the operations controlled by the Central Government as per the  
NDPS Act, 1985.

 f)  Explain the procedure for movement of dutiable goods under bond as per the 
Medicinal and Toilet Preparations Act.

4.    Attempt any FOUR of the following:                       12
 a)  How could you define the "Pharmacy, Chemist and Druggist, and Drug Store as per 

D & C Act 1940?
 b)  What information would you use to label the "Ophthalmic Preparations" as per  

D and C Act, 1940.
 c) How would you order Rectified spirit for a Bonded Laboratory?
 d) Justify your answer to the following conditions as per the Pharmacy Act 1948. 
  i) What are the duties of the PCI Inspector
  ii) When is the seat of a PCI member deemed to be vacated?
 e)  Give the list of licenses granted by the licensing authority for the sale of drugs as 

per D and C Act 1940.
 f) Give objectives of NDPS Act and define 'Cannabis'.

5.  Attempt any FOUR of the following:                        12 
 a) What is the constitution of the Drugs Technical Advisory Board. (DTAB)?
 b)  Give the conditions for "Removal of the name of person from the Register as per 

Pharmacy Act 1948.
 c)  Write the procedure for taking samples of drug for analysis and dispatching them 

to the "Government Analysts."
 d)  Describe in detail 'Approval to the institution running diploma courses in pharmacy' 

as per Pharmacy Act, 1948.
 e)  What are the different classes of cosmetics prohibited to import as per D and C 

Act, 1940?
 f)  Write the circumstances for termination of pregnancy under the medical termination 

of Pregnancy Act 1971?

6.  Attempt any FOUR of the following:                        16
 a) What do you mean by
  i) Restricted Licenses
  ii) Loan Licenses
 b)  Explain the constitution of the "State Pharmacy Council" under the Pharmacy Act, 

1948?
 c)  Mention the different places approved in accordance with the MTP Act 1971. What 

are the requirements for maintaining the register for the termination of pregnancies?
 d)  What is schedule "H"? Mention any two examples of it. What special information 

must be included on the label of schedule H drugs?
 e) What are the essential requirements of Bonded laboratory?
 f) Describe 'Schedule N' in detail as per D and C Act, 1940.
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